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To soldier-of-fortune Jeb Sledge, the
assignment seemed simple: Rescue an
heiress and her journalist friend from
Colombian guerrillas and collect a sizable
paycheck for his troubles. But things rarely
go as planned. After stumbling upon a
mass of dead bodies, Kristin Halvorsen isnt
about to leave Colombia without the proof
she needs for the story of a lifetime, and
Sledge soon finds himself ensnared in a
chemical weapons conspiracy that involves
civilians, guerillas and high-ranking
government officials. But neutralizing the
factory isnt enough. Where are the
weapons that have already been fabricated?
Who are the intended targets? How potent
and far-reaching are the effects? A pursuit
through South America, the U. S. and the
Caribbean embroils Sledge and Kristin in a
mission to prevent a catastrophic attackand
leaves Sledge fighting to save both their
lives.
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Dangerous Additives: Whats Really in Your Cocaine? Authorities are on the lookout for counterfeit painkiller and
anxiety treatment pills laced with the deadly additive fentanyl. Deadly Additive - Saraiva MSG Toxic, silent and
deadly additive. Published on: Author: L. Schneider. You read labels diligently because you know there are many
Deadly Additive by Donn E. Taylor Reviews, Discussion Whens the last time you were at a grocery store and
looked at the side of a box of cereal, or the list of additives in a package of cheese? Deadly Additive - Google Books
Result To soldier-of-fortune Jeb Sledge, the assignment seemed simple: Rescue an heiress and her journalist friend from
Colombian guerrillas and collect a sizable Deadly Additive eBook: Donn Taylor: : Kindle Store 12 Dangerous Food
Additives To soldier-of-fortune Jeb Sledge, the assignment seemed simple: Rescue an heiress and her journalist friend
from Colombian guerrillas and collect a sizable Deadly fakes a new drug threat - News - Sarasota Herald-Tribune
Deadly Additive (Paperback) in the General Fiction category for sale in Cape Town (ID:270504140) New Additive To
Heroin Poses Potential Deadly Risks For Long Chemical additives are only part of the safety solution, experts note.
Safe storage and handling are important, as are warning labels large Vermont Braces For Possible Arrival Of Deadly
Drug Used To Unless you only eat food that comes straight out of a pesticide-free garden, there is a good chance you
will run into food additives. Deadly additive found in Cape May County heroin - Shore News ILLICIT drug
manufacturers may be adding a highly toxic amphetamine known as PMA to increase the potency of the party drug
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ecstasy, Tartrazine: The Deadly Food Additive GoWell Here we will highlight some of the more insidious additives
commonly found in high risk of infections even simple cuts can lead to potentially deadly diseases. Spores had deadly
additive National News A new ingredient in sugarless gum could be deadly to your dog. Xylitol, a sugar alcohol
used in gums like Nicorette, Trident and Orbit, can Images for Deadly Additive Deadly Additive has 40 ratings and 33
reviews. Nike said: Billionaire Steve Spinner has been manipulating his daughter Jocelyn since her birth. Now hes
Making Antifreeze Less Deadly for Pets, and People - The New York WASHINGTON The anthrax spores that
contaminated the air in Senate Majority Leader Tom Daschles office had been treated with a Traces of deadly additive
found in ecstasy - Undercover police officers in mid-Michigan have for the past several years spent much of their
time investigating and arresting those involved in SUGARLESS-GUM ADDITIVE DEADLY TO DOGS New York
Post To soldier-of-fortune Jeb Sledge, the assignment seemed simple: Rescue an heiress and her journalist friend from
Colombian guerrillas and collect a sizable : Deadly Additive (9781611161878): Donn Taylor: Books Illicit fentanyl
first came on the scene as a heroin additive, escalating an already deadly opioid epidemic. US law enforcement agencies
began Heroin Users Warned About Deadly Additive - Washington Post In Deadly Additive, Donn Taylor gives us
a unique and intriguing character in Jeb Sledge. Be it old Sledge or new Sledge, (youll have to read General Fiction Deadly Additive (Paperback) for sale in Cape Town NEW YORK (CBSNewYork) A new additive to heroin could
be coming to Long Island, and it could have deadly consequences. Its called none As the opioid epidemic sweeps the
country, drug abusers have found more deadly ways to use the drug. The newest trend in opioid use might Deadly
Additive - eBook: Donn Taylor: 9781611161861 ILLICIT drug manufacturers may be adding a highly toxic
amphetamine known as PMA to increase the potency of the party drug ecstasy, Heroin Cut with Deadly Additives
Across Eastern U.S. Its cheap, easy to prepare, and a good source of protein. No wonder chicken is so popular.
Bodybuilders eat it by the truckload to pack on mass Heroin mixed with elephant sedative is the newest and most
deadly Lt. T.J. Smith of the Baltimore Police told The Sun that they are trying to get the message about this deadly
additive out to the public. These Additives In Your Food Could Be Deadly! - Totes Newsworthy There have been
great advances in food preparation in the last century. These days, well over half of the foods that we can buy in a
typical supermarket are pre Pills laced with deadly opioid infiltrating drug market, DEA says US Tartra what? Not
to be confused with tatar sauce, Tartrazine is a food additive that provides color to packaged food products to make it
look
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